McGraw-Hill AAIRS block is a useful tool that allows students and staff to access the McGraw-Hill Campus and other McGraw-Hill educational applications directly from their Moodle course without requiring an additional sign in. Students and staff can access the McGraw-Hill Campus and other tools enabled by the administrator through the links displayed inside the block.

If McGraw-Hill applications which provide grades are enabled by the administrator, the McGraw-Hill AAIRS block also supports grade sync from the McGraw-Hill application to Moodle.

### Adding a McGraw-Hill AAIRS Block

To add a McGraw-Hill AAIRS Block to your course:

1. On the course home page, click **Turn editing on**.
2. Using the "Add a block" block on the left hand side, add the **McGraw-Hill AAIRS Block**.
Changing the list of displayed tools

Instructors can change the tools they want displayed in the McGraw-Hill AAIRS Block. To change the configuration settings of the block:

1. On the course home page, click **Turn editing on**.
2. Click on the cog icon in the block and select ‘**Configure McGraw-Hill AAIRS block**’.

3. You should now be on a ‘**Configuring a McGraw-Hill AAIRS block**’ page. Change the check boxes inside the Available Services section to enable or disable tools from showing up in the block. Tools with checked checkboxes are enabled and tools with unchecked checkboxes are disabled.

If you disable all tools and save the configuration, the block will display the "The block requires further configuration. Please configure the block." warning message. In this state the block will not be visible to students.